OPTUS
REEF NETWORKS

Connecting Australia
As reliance on technology expands exponentially, the
demand for reliable, available and robust networks
across retail, residential, corporate and government
sectors can only increase.
Visionstream works with carriers and vendors to
provide innovative, effective and efficient solutions
to ensure the supply of available networks meet
voice and data demand through optimising networks,
efficient build and roll out and ongoing maintenance
of these critical assets.

Fast broadband for rural and
regional communities
Visionstream designed and constructed the 1,800km
Reef Network that stretches from Brisbane to Cairns,
enabling fast broadband to northern and regional
Queensland.

Project highlights


The first network providing fast broadband to
regional centers along Queensland’s coast,
from Brisbane to Cairns



Visionstream’s delivery response ensured
Optus was the first carrier to have its services
restored post cyclone devastation from Yasi,
Oswald, Marcia, Larry and Hamish



Visionstream’s longest running project



Complete turn-key field operations and
management providing 24/7 response and
break/fix service



Fulfillment of client obligations to
Queensland Rail ensuring client compliance to
licensor conditions through to 2029

As part of this project, Visionstream also undertook
the design, construction and maintenance of all the
laterals built to access the network.
The Reef Network was, at the time, Australia's first
privately owned optic fibre network and provides
telecommunication facilities to Queensland's regional
centres along the coast. The ongoing operations and
maintenance continues with Optus as the owner of
this asset.
Visionstream also performs ongoing operations and
maintenance repair services and proactive and
reactive cable maintenance.

An experienced partner
With more than two decades of industry experience,
Visionstream has designed and completed some of
the country’s largest communications networks
across a wide range of fixed and wireless
technologies.

We partner with you to deliver value,
driving network efficiency and providing
end-to-end solutions from design to build,
integration and ongoing maintenance of the
asset.

CASE STUDY: Optus Reef Networks

Our end-to-end project commitment to you is backed
by industry leading project performance, robust
project management, in-house technical capabilities
and 24/7 real-time support. We also work seamlessly
with our extensive sub-contractor network and a
wide range of technology vendors and carriers to
ensure we deliver the best solution for you.
The breadth of our services and our ability to scale
means we can provide any organisation a complete
turn-key approach to ICT services, reducing wholeof-life project costs.

A safe pair of hands
We are dedicated to the safety of our people,
project partners and the communities in which we
work. We have an excellent reputation and a strong
record of safety and environmental performance.
Our safety, environment and quality management
systems are externally accredited and our safety
conscious culture encourages innovation in the field
to further eliminate or minimise risks associated with
the work performed.
Through strong leadership and individual
commitment, we will to continue to deliver projects
without harm to people or the environment.

Contact us
For more information on how Visionstream
can partner with you to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of your network,
please visit www.visionstream.com.au

